Bioelectric Analyses of an Osseointegrated Intelligent Implant Design System for Amputees
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Abstract

The projected number of American amputees is expected to rise to 3.6 million by 2050. Many of these individuals depend on artificial limbs to perform routine activities, but prosthetic suspensions using traditional socket technology can prove to be cumbersome and uncomfortable for a person with limb loss. Moreover, for those with high proximal amputations, limited residual limb length may prevent exoprosthesis attachment altogether. Osseointegrated implant technology is a novel operative procedure which allows firm skeletal attachment between the host bone and an implant. Preliminary results in European amputees with osseointegrated implants have shown improved clinical outcomes by allowing direct transfer of loads to the bone-implant interface. Despite the apparent advantages of osseointegration over socket technology, the current rehabilitation procedures require long periods of restrictive load bearing prior which may be reduced with expedited skeletal attachment via electrical stimulation. The goal of the osseointegrated intelligent implant design (OIID) system is to make the implant part of an electrical system to accelerate skeletal attachment and help prevent periprosthetic infection. To determine optimal electrode size and placement, we initiated proof of concept with computational modeling of the electric fields and current densities that arise during electrical stimulation of amputee residual limbs. In order to provide insure patient safety, subjects with retrospective computed tomography scans were selected and three dimensional reconstructions were created using customized software programs to ensure anatomical accuracy (Seg3D and SCIRun) in an IRB and HIPAA approved study. These software packages supported the development of patient specific models and allowed for interactive manipulation of electrode position and size. Preliminary results indicate that electric fields and current densities can be generated at the implant interface to achieve the homogenous electric field distributions required to induce osteoblast migration, enhance skeletal fixation and may help prevent periprosthetic infections. Based on the electrode configurations experimented with in the model, an external two band configuration will be advocated in the future.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/1237/

Protocol

Part 1: Using Computed Tomography (CT) Scans for Amputee Reconstruction

1. Retrospective CT scans were collected from the University of Utah and Department of Veteran Affairs hospitals after obtaining IRB and HIPAA approval.
2. CT scans were selected because they allow clear distinction between tissue types based on x-ray absorbency.
3. CTs were manually inspected and included in the study based on the absence of metal implants to prevent image artifact.

Part 2: Model Generation with Seg3D

1. Files were downloaded as Dicom images and loaded into Seg3D (version 1.11.0, software.sci.utah.edu) as a new volume.
2. A median filter was used to smooth the imported volumes prior to determining geometrically defined tissue structures.
3. The tissue boundaries of the bone, bone marrow, organs and adipose tissue were generated by thresholding the CT files interactively (Figure 1).
4. The musculature was obtained by manually setting seed points inside the thresholded muscle tissue and using a confidence connected filter to find all the tissue connected to the seed points. This step eliminated erroneous tissues which may have been grouped together with the muscle based on similar absorbency from CTs.

5. The skin, which was impossible to discern reliably from the CT images, was generated by dilating the outermost tissue 2 millimeters based on average skin thickness to produce a layer of homogeneous thickness that surrounded the full model.

6. Segmentations were manually inspected, corrected to ensure accuracy and combined in a hierarchy into a single label map required for finite element analysis (Figure 1).
Part 3: Preparation for Finite Element Analysis

1. A 10 cm implant was designed in Matlab to serve as the implanted orthopedic device and cathode for electrical stimulation and imported into SCIRun (version 4.0, software.sci.utah.edu).

Part 4: Electrode Placement & Design

1. SCIRun was utilized for electrode design because it supports interactive electrode placement and simulation.
2. A network was created and modules organized with specific functions to generate the mesh (Figure 3). Modules were important for defining boundary conditions, tissue conductivities, mesh refinements, generating Matlab histograms, recording field data, etc (Table 1).
Figure 3: Representative network image from a pilot study using a two band external electrode configuration.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue Type</th>
<th>Conductivities [S/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organ</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adipose</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone Marrow</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The configurations for the electrodes consisted of a one patch electrode, two patch electrodes, one continuous band and two continuous bands.
4. External electrode bands were applied to the residual limb of the models generated from patient CT scans and were 1.6 cm in thickness.
5. Electrode patches were placed as a strip covering approximately half the diameter of the residual limb and were 3 cm in thickness.
6. The inner cortical implant which represented the osseointegrated implant was set to endosteal diameter to allow for perfect implant fit and fill.

Part 5: Finite Element Analysis

1. The simulations were generated assuming that the electric metrics could be calculated using a quasi-static approach with no time dependency.
2. The model was computed by solving Laplace’s equation for each tissue type generated from the Seg3D segmentations.
3. The boundary conditions were formed by the electrodes that injected currents and the guideline that current remained within the body.
4. Since the electrodes and the implant had a much larger conductivity than the surrounding tissues, it was assumed that the implant (cathode) was at a constant potential, likewise the surface electrodes were modeled with a constant potential difference from the percutaneous implant.
5. To evaluate the efficacy of electrode configuration and sizing, patient specific models were developed and the electrical potential around the implant interface was used to determine localized field strengths.

6. The model was generated using a hexahedral mesh that consisted of approximately 1.8 million elements which were treated as piecewise homogenous, ohmic and isotropic.

7. The optimal model for this experiment was selected with a relative difference <5% in voltage gradients confirmed with a mesh sensitivity study to insure model accuracy (Table 2).

8. Using an iterative solver, the electric metrics in the finite element models were computed for the electrode configurations.

### Discussion

#### Understanding the Electrical Stimulation Paradigm

Enhancements in medical care and evacuation strategies on the field of combat have lead to an increased number of warriors surviving disastrous war related injuries. While the improved survival rate is a medical advancement, servicemen and women are returning from combat with amputations that require intensive follow-up care, extensive rehabilitation and expensive prosthetic services from the Veteran Affairs Health Care System. Congressional reports detail that over 1,000 war-related amputations have occurred as a result of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) conflicts.

In the case of OEF and OIF veterans, approximately 15% of returning warriors have lost multiple limbs and a significant number of returning servicemen and women have short residual limbs where socket technology is not an option or has been rejected by the patient. The reported discontinued use of upper extremity prosthesis even exceeds 50% because the fixation devices are cumbersome and difficult to use comfortably. Lower extremity prostheses are equally problematic and the common problems associated with soft tissue sockets include the inability to walk on challenging terrain, limited residual limb length, patient discomfort, concern with non-physiological loading, irritation from heterotopic ossification and risk of debilitating diseases. However, osseointegration technology is a novel surgical technique that may reduce pain, skin irritation, enhance osseoperception, improve mobility, decrease pressure sores associated with sockets, reduce energy for ambulation, and better serve veteran and warriors with limited residual limb length.

Despite the numerous physical and psychological advantages of osseointegration, the associated surgical procedures require more advanced infection prevention treatment strategies, require long rehabilitation programs and include restrictive weight bearing protocols which may last up to 1.5 years postoperative. Because the viability of the host bone and length of the residual limb is important for muscle attachment and functionality, developing new devices to improve osseointegration is key for returning servicemen and women. Therefore, development of an osseointegrated intelligent implant design (OIID) system which uses controlled electrical stimulation may reduce the length of rehabilitation and increase skeletal attachment for veteran and warrior amputees. However, since no current device is commercially available and directed for use with percutaneous osseointegrated implants, the motivation of the program is to confirm safety and efficacy with finite element analysis.

Understanding the role of electrical stimulation in bone remodeling, specifically the deposition of osteoids and mineralization, has remained speculative. However, electrical activity observed in bone may be the result of mechanical loading and therefore an electrical stimulus may be an effective mechanism for inducing bone repair. The logic behind the hypothesis is explained in a fracture healing model. When long bones are loaded, the side in tension becomes electropositive and the compression side electronegative, however, once a bone is broken, the site will remain electronegative with respect to the surrounding environment until healing has commenced and homeostasis resumed. Simulating the natural healing cascade with an electrical signal has been believed to assist with calcium deposition and assists with osteoblast migration and secretion of additional extracellular matrix.

The premise that electrical stimulation alone could govern complete bone repair has been redefined and the current new hypothesis proposes that complete unions are formed by mechanical loads and an electrical stimulation co-stimulus. The electrical impulses observed in vivo are associated with piezoelectric deformation of collagen or the large electro-kinetic currents produced by ionic constituents flowing past mineral portions of the bone matrix. In fact, spontaneous potentials have been reported in bone as large as 6 millivolts and correlates with an increase in the mineral apposition rate of bone.

*Early work by Brighton and Friedenberg used the concept of electrical stimulation for bone regeneration in the 1960s and 1970s and demonstrated that direct current could be used to repair non-unions in a shorter period of time when compared to traditional healing methods.*
Additional models have investigated bone formation with restrictive weight bearing and demonstrated a thirty-one percent increase in osteogenic activity between controls and electrically stimulated limbs. While researchers in the field of electrical stimulation have paved the way for understanding the mechanism for osteoblast matrix deposition with electrical stimulation, inadequate understanding has limited the expansion of this technology. While there are many cases of successful healing of non-unions and fracture healing models, examples of patient discomfort and failed attempts are replete in the literature as well. The problem with electrical stimulation occurs from scientists and clinicians controlling the wrong electric metrics and concentrating solely on current magnitudes. Previous researchers have looked to current as the “magic bullet” to fixing the approximate 500,000 non-unions which occur annually. However, repeatability between models has been limited from joule heating complications and not determining current densities. In fact, all manufactured biomedical devices must be limited to a current density less than 2 mA/cm² as outlined by the International Electrotechnical Commission to prevent local tissue necrosis and patient discomfort. Aside from assisting with skeletal fixation, controlled electrical stimulation may also prevent bacterial adhesion on orthopedic implants and reduce the risk for osteomyelitis and biofilm formation. Biofilm formation on orthopedic devices lead to patient complications and significant distress for those who depend on these devices. Emphasis is placed on the necessity to have completely sterilized instrumentation and implants prior to surgery, however it is often difficult to diagnose bacteria adhesion as evident from many negative cultured cases which indeed are infected. This problem is often coupled with the fact that biofilms are slow growing in nature, cannot be growth accurately in vitro, depend on the type of bacteria cells, cleanliness of the surface and the immune system of the affected person. Investigation of European transfemoral amputees with osseointegration technology reveal the most frequent problem is infection (frequent superficial infections, 1/3 periprosthetic infections). While there have been vast improvements in surgical preparation, eradicating bacteria is one of the fundamental factors for improving osseointegration since biofilms are between 500-5000 thousand times more difficult to eradicate due to their non-platonic forms. Therefore, utilizing electrical stimulation as a modality for removing harmful bacterial colonies and increasing skeletal fixation are important factors for ensuring the protection of patient health and OIID efficacy. The advantages of using veteran and warrior amputees are that the relative youth and otherwise good health of these individuals make them an ideal population for aggressive rehabilitation and a percutaneous post will serve as an ambulatory aid and may be developed as an exposed cathode for electrical stimulation. The presence of an osseointegrated implant does not require additional surgical procedures to insert electrical components, allows the device to be controlled externally and prevents further risk of infection. Therefore, by understanding the method of current injection into the residual limb of veteran and warrior amputees, an electric field on the magnitude of 1-10 V/cm may be established, controlled and measured at the implant interface. It is hypothesized that this will allow safe levels of electricity to be delivered, capable of inducing osteoblast migration and improving skeletal attachment. An electric field of this degree will increase the quantity and quality of bone at the implant interface, and improve the prospects for accelerated rehabilitation and skeletal fixation for an amputee. Use of electrical stimulation has not been investigated as a modality to accelerate osseointegration in an intramedullary prosthetic implant and presents numerous opportunities for translational research to improve patient care.

Experimental Results

The necessity for patient specific models with a percutaneous electrical stimulation device was supported in the study. The simulations developed for the proposed biomedical device may have the capabilities of expediting skeletal attachment by increasing osteoblast migration and preventing bacterial adhesion. Computation modeling has effectively shown that 1-10 V/cm electric fields and current densities below 2 mA/cm² may be generated using the implant as a functional cathode and is most homogenously distributed using a two band external electrode. The OIID system may be the first step to resolving the classic problem associated with electrical stimulation; the inability to define current pathways in the human body. Therefore, establishing tools for enhancing skeletal attachment may assist with reducing the length of rehabilitation required for an osseointegrated procedure.

Utilizing electrical stimulation for older amputees is also a critical aspect which must be explored as well. Bone mass is maximum a decade after skeletal growth ceases but decreases significantly by the eighth and ninth decade. As long bones change with age, the endosteal diameter tends to increase more rapidly than the periosteal diameter which may lead to implant loosening. This problem coupled with the reduction of strain on bones by weaker muscles may contribute to debilitating diseases such as osteoporosis and osteopenia and require additional treatment options for patients with osseointegrated implants. However, controlled electrical stimulation and mechanical loading may act as a synergistic catalyst of bone ongrowth and maintain host bone bed integrity with elderly patients using an OIID system.
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